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Installation Instructions: 

 

RB30 WET AND DRY SUMP 4WD INTEGRATED MAIN CAP 

 ENGINE CRADLE INSTRUCTIONS. 
 
Congratulations on the purchase of your RB26 Platinum Racing Engine Cradle “Integrated Mains”PRECIM 
This PRECIM will assist in preventing block twist, block cracking as well as prolong engine bearing life whilst 
allowing 4WD Sump compatibility. 
 
Below will outline the necessary steps to ensure the correct installation of the PRECIM.  All machine work 
mentioned below is to be performed by a qualified or experienced machine shop/operator. Platinum Racing 
Products does not take responsibility for any damage caused from incorrect preparation and/or installation of this 
product. “This is for off road use only”. (we have to say that) 

 

 

Prerequisites:  
 
The installation of this piece of hardware is a little tricky especially the first time you do it, your block will need 
tunnel boring by a professional, the steps we show you are absolutely essential, we are easily contactable if 
you have questions or comments and always appreciate feedback. 
 
Please understand that ALL Nissan cast iron blocks differ, we accommodate differences in machining, bolt 
position and irregularities in casting as much as possible, all that aside please be patient and expect to have 
to modify little bits and pieces along the way that we may not have covered in this manual. 
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Step 1: 

Remove your OEM main baring cradle and set aside. 
You will now need to clearance the block to fit your new PRP Integrated main cap girdle. 
 

 
 
Deburr the block and remove all casting marks on the bridges as shown with the green arrows, Also run the 
grinder or mill along inner pan rail as shown with the red arrows. 
 
If this is a AWD block (05U, RRR, 23U, 24U) you will also need to remove the blanked off oil pick up as shown 
with the red arrow below, and finish off its base like the red stripe indicates, nice and flush like it was never 
there. 
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Once you are confident you have relieved the block in preparation for the brace you may sit the PRECIM into 
place, it will rarely sit in the first time, so please take note of what needs modification and do so at your own 
discretion. 
 
STEP 1.1 Drilling out Pan Rail threads M6-M8 
 

  

Drill out all original M6 sump bolts with a 6.85mm 
(17/64) drill or 7.0 mm as shown. (note this is a RB30 
block pictured but this step is the same on all blocks) 

Using an M8 x 1.25 intermediate tap, create new 
threads as shown, this is to be carried out to all 22 x 
M6 existing bolt holes on the pan rail (ignore the OEM 
Main cap cradle. 
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Step 2: 
 
Main studs: you will need to drill out the standard M10 mains to M12, you will need a pilot drill @ 10.5mm 
unless you are using a professional machining center recommended 10.6- 10.7mm drill) then tap the thread 
out to M12 x 1.5 (be sure to check the thread size and pitch of your bolt) this is the typical RB26 Head stud kit 
part number ARP 202-4207, no problem using an 8740 style bolt Part number AR AU4.4750-2LB 
 
Give the thread a lead in counterbore as per OEM as shown below. 

 

 
 

 

 

Step 3:  
 
Once you have completed the main stud modification you are 
now ready to clearance your main caps and pan rail. 
Assemble the PRECIM in place and hand tighten at least 6 
sets of studs if not all of them (green arrows), do not tension 
them you are checking clearance only at this stage, just nip 
them up, 10 ft/lbs for example.   

 
 

This is a good opportunity to check alignment of your M8 x 
1.25 Countersunk Cap bolts (allen key / hex bolts) there may 
be a couple that you will need to elongate slightly but usually 
they will all line up. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 4: 
Once your PRECIM is lightly tensioned down you will need to check inference of the mating faces indicated by 
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the red arrows, this can be done with a feeler gauge the main cap crush (green arrow) needs to be zero, no 
clearance the pan rail crush can be up to 4 thou (.1mm) zero is ok, but a little clearance allows for O-ring and 
sealant, any gap between the clearances prescribed are ideal, the more important clearance or lack thereof is 
side interference, with an aim of 3- 4 thou (.076 - .1mm) this is critical, not enough and the main bearing will 
not have support and consistency through the sides and without doubt causing a bearing failure. 
Too much preload and you face ovality once the assembly reaches operation temperature (more critical for 
alloy braces as the material expands more with heat, it can’t grow sideways as its locked in by the block so it 
will expand in an oval shape, both scenarios may lead to main bearing failure) 

 

 

 

If you do not have the correct clearance you will need to either machine the pan rail or the main caps to 
achieve your clearance, this operation is usually done by a machinist or the machinist that is machining your 
tunnel (tunnel bore). 

 

Step 5 Thrust: 
This is a crucial part of the instruction manual, and to be performed prior to tunnel boring. 

It is now advised to settle the mains by using a rubber mallet of sorts and giving the brace a tap for and aft to 
find its natural position.  

 

 

You can now feel the mating surface of the thrust face on both the front and the rear, now although this mating 
relationship is different on every block, we have left a little extra material (.15) to be cut back or surfaced. 

Your machinist should at this point be responsible for cutting the thrust mating surface prior to the tunnel bore 
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Step 6 Tunnel bore: 
 
This section will need no instruction from us, your qualified machine shop will know what to do here, just ensure 
the main cap has been crushed and mains tightened at least 3 times to allow the bolt to break in and correct 
tension applied to the main cap tunnel, the bolts are to be done up to 90 ft-lbs. if they are a M12mm stud 
(PRECIM26/30-R1 and R2) and 100lbs if they are a ½ inch stud (PRECIM26/30 R3 and on) 

 
Step 7: 
 
Measure the tunnel and organize your bearings, set your clearances etc, again this step does not require 
instruction from us. 

 

 

Step 7.1 Thrust check:  

 
Dummy assemble your block 
with its bearings and crank to 
check your thrust You should 
have between 3 and 5 thou 
thrusts clearance, this also 
depends on what your 
machinist and or engine 
builder is happy with. 
This is checked with a dial 
gauge on the crank tail and a 
screwdriver on the crank as 
shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 8:  
Now we skip to the installation of the brace once you are 
happy with your clearances, you have machined the rest of 
the block, and you are now ready to prepare the PRECIM 
for final fitment. 

If this is a dry sump engine, you will notice that the main oil 
galley (oil pick up) is blocked, which is fine, but if this is 
going to be a wet sump engine with internal oil pick up, you 
will need to drill through the last part of the partially pre 
drilled galley and open it up for oil flow. (around 2mm of 
material needs to be drilled out and smoothed/ deburred) 
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Step 9:  

 

Once you are happy with all clearances, you have stripped it all down and cleaned it, you are 100% ready to 
built this bottom end you can now insert your continuous O-Ring in the grove, do NOT stretch the O-Ring the 
idea is to push it in and compress it as much as possible to ensure that it does not retract whilst you assemble 
the brace, do NOT forget to insert your blue 22 mm O-Ring to seal the oil gallery (wet or dry sump) 
Once your oring is in, you can apply a thin bead of ultra grey type sealant to the Viton O-Ring, it should seal 
without it, but it’s a real bugger to fix this leak, so we suggest not taking the chance, you don’t need very much 
sealant at all. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 10:  

 

Tension your brace, settle the thrust, 
install the M8 countersunk bolts and work 
around the perimeter allowing the O-Ring 
to compress and the glue to push through 
its squish area, once you are content that 
you are ready for a final tension nip them 
up by hand if you are comfortable or 
tension to 23 Nm. 
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Step 11:  

 

Once your M8 countersunk bolts are tight 
you will notice that the flange of the bolt 
may protrude into the main bore of the 
M10 through holes, now is a good time to 
tape up the bottom of the block and die 
grind them back to relive the through hole 
in preparation for 4WD Sump installation. 

 

 

 

 

Modified M8 countersunk bolts should 
look like this giving you a clear pathway 
for your M10’s and sump integration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step 12: Sump Modification 

 

There is 1 x 6mm hole in the sump assembly outlined below will need over-sizing. Drill out existing 6mm Hole in 
Alloy Sump to 8mm to allow for new M8 bolt as shown below. 
Note: Before continuing, please ensure all studs are removed from the dsump casting.(no longer required) 
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Step 13 4WD Oil Pickup Modification:  

 

 

 

Use the OEM oil pick up or make up your own, 
the OEM will fit less the mounting bracket will 
need to be removed and remounted Extra bracing 
is recommended as vibration can crack the 
strainer off. 

 

It is recommended that the oil pick us is set of kilt as the RB 
sits down on the exhaust side and you may prefer your pick 
up to point straight down into the sump, and pick up square 
on sump surface (5 -8mm off the bottom of the sump is 
recommended)  

  

 

 

Depending on the sump style / Brand being installed you may need to fit the sump from the bottom so that flaps 
do not get stuck under your oil pick up. 
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Step 14 Gearbox Integration 

 

Once your engine assembly is complete, you will notice the sump sits 13 - 16 mm further away from the engine, 
depending on which brace solution you have just installed. Although this is not a problem it is your choice to have 
the gearbox bottom bolts line up, please note that this is not a requirement and this platinum brace setup has been 
tested to over 2000 Rear wheel horsepower without encountering a problem, this has been added for convenience 
and aesthetics only. 

 

  

Stencil an addition out of 10mm (or thicker) alloy flat 
bar, use the gearbox bellhousing to scribe a cut line 
then cut your shape to match your gearbox, the outer 
shape can be stenciled against the sump to give a 
nice meeting surface. 

The same can be done for the driver’s side, you can 
choose to weld up the original threaded holes if you 
wish or leave them, it is inconsequential. 
Weld the plates on to the bellhousing on both sides, 
Remember to V out the meeting side for a stronger 
weld. 

  
After grinding your welds back flat on the meeting side 

of the bellhousing, Line the gearbox onto the 

engine assembly and scribe or use a paint spray can to 

mark out new bolt hole placement 

 

Part the assembly, drill and tap your holes (M10 x 1.5) 
if using original bolts, you are now ready for assembly.  
 

Note: Once you fit your front propeller or transfer case shaft, you will notice that the clutch slave cylinder bleeder 

nipple comes close or hits the prop shaft, cut the tip of the nipple off to allow clearance, you can grind some flats in it 

to get a small spanner on to it for bleeding. 
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